“The Dragonfly”
A newsletter of the A-37 Association, Inc.

“Cleared Hot”
By Lon Holtz

We’re getting ready for the 50th anniversary of the
A-37’s introduction into combat,

A little history lesson:

While sitting in the spa enjoying the sun the
other day with four fingers of my favorite
Scotch and a great cigar, we were joined by a
dragonfly that landed on a nearby branch of a
bush near the pool. As we watched him, my
mind went back to an article that Don Dalton,
one of our original Dragons, wrote for our
newsletter before his passing. He wrote about
a one-sided conversation he had with a dragonfly about his flying experiences with the A-37
and how closely they related to that little
winged insect.
A few years ago, our local newspaper wrote a
long article on the dragonfly and its attributes.
I finally understood how, and why, we were
tagged with that great and fitting title. The
article stated the dragonfly may be bantam,
but it is nature’s deadly drone and prettier. In
the opening paragraph the author says a dragonfly is a voracious aerial predator, and new
research suggests it may well be the most brutally effective hunter in the animal kingdom,
managing to snatch its targets in midair more
than 95 percent of the time. The dragonfly can
track a moving target, calculate a trajectory to
intercept and adjust its path as needed by plotting a collision course where the dragonfly and
prey arrive at the same point in space at the
same time, and it is always on the hunt for bigger and better targets.
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and the 2017 Reunion Planning Committee, i.e., most of the Association’s Board of Directors, has begun the hard work of putting together
a memorable program for Rapid City next September...memorable
because we will be celebrating 50 years since the A-37 was introduced into combat in 1967. The hotel contract has been signed. Judy
Grahn is developing the schedule of administrative and social activities, including a very active package of tour options. (See Judy’s
email on p. 2.) Lon Holtz and the rest of the Board of Directors are
busy designing some unique memorabilia items, historical presentations, and a memorial program. It will be tough to top the experience
we had at the June dedication of the A-37 plaque at the US Air Force
Academy, but we hope you will be at Rapid City to celebrate this significant milestone.
Inside this edition of the Dragonfly, an email on p. 2 from Gary
Dehnel is soliciting interest in a planned reunion of the VNAF and
their instructors from Sheppard and England. If you were an A-37
instructor at either base, please let Gary know. The reunion is
planned for August 2017 in Colorado Springs.
Lon Holtz’s column highlights his experience with a dragonfly (the
insect) while relaxing with his favorite beverage. Ironically, on page
3, you’ll find an article written by one of the original Combat Dragons, Don Dalton, about a similar experience with our small counterpart. Don, who went west in 2012, was a senior pilot with the Dragons (first call sign used during the operational test in 1967) and eventually the Squadron Operations Officer in the latter part of his tour.
On page 4 is an abstract from the final report by the Combat Dragon Task Force on the A-37A’s combat evaluation presented to TAC
in April of 1968, plus a description of the planned phases of the test
program. I plan to extract more of that report in future editions. Fred
Long’s book, And So It Began, continues on page 6.
Looking for a great Christmas gift? We still have a small number of
the book, “Dragonfly: A-37s Over Vietnam,” on hand, Go to the A-37
website for an order form or email me at dragonfly369@charter.net
and request a form.
Also available are commemorative coins developed for the A-37
plaque dedication at the USAF Academy last June. It’s also a challenge coin, so don’t come to Rapid City next August without one or
else be prepared to buy a couple of rounds. Cost is $10.00 per coin
plus shipping of $3.00. Send your order to The A-37 Association,
142 Arrowhead Drive, Montgomery, AL 36117….. Jerry Sailors
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The Dragonfly is a publication of the A-37 Association
published quarterly (except when within three months of
a reunion, then monthly), as a service to the membership, new contacts, and other interested parties.
The views expressed herein are those of the editors/
authors and do not necessarily reflect any official position of the A-37 Association. The editors reserve the
right to print any article/letter/email/photo deemed to be
of interest to members.
We also reserve the right to edit any article to fit space
available and to reject any material considered inappropriate. We invite and encourage members/contacts to
submit articles/letters/emails/photos.
Visit our website:

www.A-37.org

and supplement to it: https://thea37association.shutterfly.com/

Member Update:
Ollie Maier email: omaier@txstate.edu

Gone West
Robert F Dorr - June 12, 2016

Author of books and articles on aviation, including several
articles about the A-37, and member of the A-37 Association.

Grant “Nick” Nicolai - September 21, 2016

Nick was a member of the 8th SOS during the last days of
A-37 operations in Vietnam in 1972. A great friend and supporter of the A-37 Association. See email on p. 3 from his
son, Chad.

From Judy Grahn:
Mark your calendars!! September 14-17, 2017, is the date
of the next A-37 reunion (the 50th anniversary of the Dragonfly) in Rapid City, South Dakota. It is not too soon to think
about activities you would like to see included. I have been in
contact with tour companies and there are lots of options to
choose from.
Rapid City has been designated the City of Presidents and
has bronze statues of past presidents and several art galleries
and shops. Mt. Rushmore has a patriotic lighting ceremony.
Custer State Park offers an opportunity to see wildlife in a
natural setting as well as scenic bridges and tunnels. Crazy
Horse Memorial pays tribute to the culture and tradition of the
American Indians. The Minuteman Missile National Historic
Site is located at Ellsworth Air Force Base. The Badlands,
Devil’s Tower, Wind Cave National Park, and Jewel Cave
National Monument are all within a day’s drive. With so
many options, you might want to extend your stay. Our
hotel will extend our rate for three days before and after
our reunion dates.

From Gary Dehnel (gcdehnel@verizon.net):
Jerry
I got your name from Bill Hinton who suggested I contact
you about our (Sheppard VNAF IPs and VNAF pilots)
planning for a reunion next summer. The preliminary information is stated below. Right now we are gathering information on the number of potential IPs. Having the A-37
IPs attend would be very nice … particularly for the VNAF
pilots.
According to Bill you have contact with the A-37 IPs who
taught the Vietnamese pilots. Would you send the below
information to them and ask them to contact me if they
would like to attend next August 10 – 13?
Thanks,
Gary Dehnel
Sheppard VNAF IP 1972 - 1975
When: August 10 -13, 2017 (Thursday and Sunday travel days)
Where: Colorado Springs
What: Thursday evening reception with heavy hors d’oeuvres,
Friday night buffet, and Saturday night banquet. Possibilities
for: Aviation Museum, Vietnam Memorial, picnic…
Lodging: Tech Center Marriott. August is prime vacation time
so the prices spike, but ours will not.
Cost: Marriott room ~ $150 per night. Additional ~ $200 per
person for reception & room, buffet & room, banquet & room,
picnic, memento (not another mug), etc.
Request: (Gary had asked for a response by Oct 1, but, if you’re
interested, contact him at gcdehnel@verizon.net.) The planning
committee needs the approximate number of attendees in order to
‘contract’ with the Marriott in October in order to get them a
‘good deal’ next summer.
(Emails continued on p. 3)
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“Cleared Hot”
(Continued from p. 1)
We have his big brother! After these understandable highlights, the article goes into some scientific gobbleldy-gook that few of us could relate
to, but when we review the similarities of the
dragonflies’ traits to our aircraft, we have a better
understanding of how we got our title.
And if anyone has the courage to question how
a renown set of fighter squadrons can claim an
insect as their mascot, you can use the above interesting facts to support our winged friend before you punch your adversary squarely in the
nose.
Our original little winged visitor has since
moved on, but he let his bigger brother join us on
the same branch watching over his human dragonflies in the afternoon sun. And we are still
faced with the question of who honored us with
this title.
Thought you might enjoy this little bit of history before we launch into the planning for our 50 th
anniversary in Rapid City, South Dakota, next
September. It’s going to be an affair you will not
want to miss.
A Parting Shot to the Membership: Because
this will be the last newsletter before the most
important Presidential election we have ever
faced and because the stakes are higher than we
have seen or experienced before, I urge, in the
strongest words possible, that you make your
voice heard by getting out and vote.

Emails (Continued)
From Chad Nicolai, 22 Sep 2016
Nick Nicolai friends and family,
Dad passed away last night peacefully in his sleep
surrounded by his family Marcia Nicolai, Andrianna
Nicolai Ames, Chad Nicolai and Josh Nicolai.
Thank you for all the calls, texts, and Facebook
messages. We enjoyed reading every one. It was very
special reading how people felt about our Father. Dad
had one of his great big smiles each time we read one
to him.
Thank you again for your love and support as it
helps fill the void we are all feeling. As Dad would
say to us each morning "Today is the first day of the
rest of your life. Make it count."
We plan on having a memorial service towards the
end of October at the Sarasota National Cemetery.
Details will follow. Love from the family,
Marcia Nicolai, Andrianna Nicolai Ames, Chad Nicolai, Josh
Nicolai, Kathryn Chop Nicolai, Michael Ames
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War Story

King of the Pond
By Don Dalton

Note: This might be the way the airplane got its ‘nickname’ Dragonfly.

You know, I never did care for the A-37 moniker, “Dragonfly.” I
don’t know, it just didn’t seem well…American enough. In my later
years, I changed my mind.
Now, we have a koi pond in our little backyard out here in the Valley of the Moon in Santa Rosa, California, and one summer morning
I was sitting in my patio chair getting some sun when I noticed this
dragonfly flitting here and there over my pond. Suddenly, he flies
over and perches on the chair right across from me. Fantasizing a
bit, I say, “Hey you know, I’m a flyer, too. I was the best, probably
still am!” With that he flies back to the pond flitting here, there and
everywhere. He puts on an aerial demonstration you wouldn’t believe. No doubt about it, he ruled the pond. He wasn’t afraid of bird
nor beast (nor me).
And guess what? Hard to believe I know, but he flies straight back
to me, perches on that chair, looks me straight in the eyeball as if to
say, “Still think you’re the best?” Well “maudlin time” is over and I
head back into the house for my second cup of coffee.
And so, let’s go back a bit. I was a “check pilot” at Bartow Air
Base. “Curtains Dalton” they called me, one ride with Dalton and it
was curtains (which was not necessarily true). I was one of the first
pilots to checkout and fly the T-37; that inverted spin maneuver was
indeed something! From Bartow I went on to San Antonio and the
T-37 Standardization Board at Randolph AFB.
The years flew by and then I heard a rumor about a beefed up Cessna T-37, now called the A-37 going to SEA on an experimental mission called “Combat Dragon.” I was due for a “tour” so I wangled
some of my buddies in Personnel to get me assigned to this A-37
squadron. Because of my experience in the T-37, I was sent with
four or five other guys to the Cessna Plant in Kansas to get checked
out as an instructor pilot, so we could checkout the other Combat
Dragon pilots at England AFB, Louisiana.
I would suppose most of you played football, baseball or basketball
in high school or college. Do you remember that feeling when you
were in the locker room? You put on your uniform and you were
ready to go out and get ’em!
Well that’s the way I felt at Bien Hoa. I’d go into Operations.
First, I’d put on my G-suit, then my flak jacket, and, of course,
my .38 Caliber Combat Master, grab my helmet and out to the
flight line I’d go (Oh yes, don’t forget your parachute).
And there she was, my “Dragonfly.” She had both beefed up
wings and tail section, a Gatling gun, and could carry its own
(Continued on p. 5)
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From the Archives

...the smallest fighter ... the fastest gun
escort, patrol, forward air control, armed reconnaissance,
and interdiction. Comprehensive data were collected for
types of missions flown and in each area of evaluation.
The results of the evaluation show that the A-37A
weapons system is an effective strike aircraft in the South
Vietnam/TIGERHOUND environment and has limited
capability performing the Forward Air Controller role.
The principal tactical characteristics of the

(The following is an abstract taken from the final report of
Combat Dragon combat evaluation of the A-37A to Tactical Air
Command Headquarters, dated April 1968.)

The A-37A evolved from a feasibility study of the YAT
-37D, conducted in 1964 by Air Force Systems Command. Results of this study indicated a possible suitability of the modified T-37 aircraft for the counterinsurgency
mission in Southeast Asia.
Project COMBAT DRAGON was initiated to conduct
an evaluation of the A-37A weapons system in a combat
environment with emphasis on a comprehensive evaluation in the Maintenance, Operations, Supply and Manpower areas. The project was Hq USAF-directed
(Reference: CSAF message (Secret) AFXOPWO 89416,
dated 23 August 1966.) Tactical Air Command, in coordination with Pacific Air Forces, was responsible for the
test design and formation of the Evaluation Team. The
Tactical Fighter Weapons Center (TFWC) was designated
as the Office of Primary Responsibility (OPR) under the
direction of TAC for the detailed planning and conduct of
the test. A self-sufficient squadron with 25-UE aircraft
was organized at England AFB, Louisiana, and designated
the 604th Air Commando Squadron (ACS).
The initial cadre of 12 Instructor Pilots began training
on 29 March 1967. The organization and combat readiness training for the squadron and evaluation team members was conducted at England AFB, Louisiana, from 1
May 1967 to 15 July 1967. At that time, the 604th ACS
and the Evaluation Team were airlifted to Bien Hoa AB,
Republic of Vietnam (RVN). The unit conducted combat
operations from 15 August 1967 to 2 December 1967 in
the II, III, and IV Corps areas of South Vietnam and the
TIGERHOUND area of Southern Laos. The Evaluation
Team collected pertinent data, the compilation of which
are presented in this report.
During the evaluation, a squadron of 25 A-37A aircraft
flew approximately 4,300 combat sorties over a three and
a half month period. Missions included close air support,
(Continued on p. 5)
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Pond (Continued from p. 3)
weight in ordnance. The things I liked best were those two
General Electric J-85 engines. It was like riding in a highpowered Porsche with an empty passenger seat on the
right.
The plane never flew me. I flew it, right from the start.
It wasn’t supersonic like our competitors “the Hun” at
Bien Hoa and the F-4 at Da Nang, but you didn’t need to
be supersonic in South Vietnam, only if you went North.
The A-37 had just the right amount of power, speed, and
maneuverability to get right down amongst them, you
know, where you could see the “whites of their eyes,”
something FACs wanted when there was a serious
“firefight” in progress. It was hard for those big “Huns”
and F-4s to do that, so it wasn’t long before our reputation
grew.
At the end of the “tour” all of us had 300-400 missions
under our belt and two had over 500, one was our Association’s esteemed past President, Ollie Maier. We got pretty good at dropping ordnance. Now, I’m not exaggerating
when I say most Combat Dragon pilots could drop a bomb
in an old automobile tire, pickling-off at 1500 to 2000 feet
in a 45-degree dive; Honest! We flew all kinds of missions, like “scrambling” off the Alert Pad and night “truck
busting” out of Pleiku. These missions were a “horror”
and I don’t think I’d be here today if it wasn’t for the maneuverability of the aircraft and the thrust of those two
J-85 engines.
There were also cover missions for Special Forces
“helicopter extractions.” You all know what the weather
was like in South Vietnam; nothing like a night radarcontrolled bomb drop and having to tuck it in real close to
your leader, full load and all, while in the middle of a
thunderstorm. Everyone hated the “Agent Orange” C-123
escort spray missions with good reason and there were, of
course, “Dignitary observation” missions.
I once flew such a mission with a high “mucky muck”
Chaplain from the Pentagon in the right seat. Don’t remember his name, but after we landed I’ve never seen
anyone so charged-up. My thought at the time was that he
had missed his “calling.”
And so, I come back to the Dragonfly – a proud name,
and from my point of view, the best and most effective
aircraft for the ground war in South Vietnam.
The A-37 Dragonfly was indeed “King of the Pond.”
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From the Archives (Continued fr om p. 4)
Scope of the Project Combat Dragon evaluation and
planned phases:
Project Combat Dragon was comprehensive in scope,
planning to analyze data from 5,000 training and combat
sorties flown over a period of five and one-half months.
The evaluation unit was a 25-UE, 350 man A-37 squadron. The evaluation and cost-to-perform of the weapons
system were measured by establishing the squadron’s
normal operating rate, its maximum sustained operating
rate, and its capability to operate in an austere environment. Aircraft performance was evaluated in six roles:
close air support, patrol, escort, FAC, armed reconnaissance, and interdiction. Operating costs were examined
in maintenance, supply, and manpower.
Phase I - finalize data forms, train people to use data
collections forms, assemble data on bombing and gunnery scores, train evaluation pilots, and identify and eliminate, where possible, aircraft discrepancies.
Phase II - theater familiarization for aircrews and initiate
theater data collection and processing.
Phase III - Conduct combat operations at the main operating base using various ordnance loads and radii of action to determine capabilities.
Phase IV - Evaluate the accelerated capability of the
unit, dependent on the success of the previous phase and
concurrence of 7th AF.
Phase V - Austere base operations conducted from an
airfield with limited facilities, i.e., runway, housing, supply, storage, and POL. An option to split the unit over
more than one base was given, given success of previous
phases and approval of 7th AF.
Phase VI - To be used as makeup for any previous phases or as directed by 7th AF or as desired by the Test Director.
Actual duration of evaluation program was from 3 May
1967 to 2 December 1967.
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... AND SO IT BEGAN
(Continued ,Chapter 7, of an unpublished book by Fred Long)

Prostitution was rampant in South Vietnam and Bien
Hoa was no exception. Girls would holler from across the
street, soliciting unrestrained, offensively enticing patrons
for what has been called the oldest profession. Once, when
with my friend Dexter, a young, attractive girl hollered at
us from a beat-up building on the opposite corner. “No
have!” Dexter cried out. “Got shot off!” He told her,
watching her throw a hand over her mouth in uncontrollable laughter.
I would stop in various shops from time to time, buying
needles and thread at one, a new watch at another, and an
elephant hide billfold at still another. Dexter, on one of his
excursions, found a clothing store that specialized in tailor
-made suits and other wearing apparel. He took one of his
summer khaki-shade 1505s to them and had it tailored for
a perfect fit. He looked sharp in this tailor-made uniform,
putting it on occasionally before taking an evening stroll
across the base. Everyone on the base wore the standard
olive drab fatigue uniforms when on or off duty and I believe Dexter would dress in the 1505s just so he could
identify with civilized living again. After learning of the
tailor’s location, I went in and had them make a few shirts
and a tuxedo. I guess I was the only person on the base
with a tuxedo.
My habit, when going into town, was to engage a ride to
the downtown area on a X e Loi and return to the base the
same way. One evening, after nightfall, just after entering
the base, a military bus pulled up, stopping just a few feet
ahead of me. Several men started tumbling out in an unbecomingly rowdy manner. I hurried past them and had gone
several yards when the shouting of indignant, lusty mayhem caused me to turn around. The men were congregated
together, scarcely visible by the darkness, a blurry conglomeration of perhaps ten or twelve in a circle of frenzied behavior, arms and legs in quick, jerkily motion, bodies shifting this way and that without seemingly any logical order. I stood watching. Then the circle opened to
what looked to be a violent struggle between two of the
men. I saw one of them drop to one knee and topple to the
ground just as the screams from this gang of ruffians took
on a horrifying clamor that set them running. They quickly scattered leaving the man on his back, another standing
over him, his body bent slightly over the misshapen figure
beneath him. He held something in his hand and in a swift

move propelled it into the minefield alongside the perimeter road and took off running to join the other fleeing men.
They soon caught up to me and I started running too. I
thought, “Why am I doing this? I didn’t do anything.”
I turned and ran back to where the man was spread out
on the road. His breathing was suppressed. I reached for
his wrist; his pulse was weak. Presently medics arrived. I
don’t know how they were notified. Military police soon
gathered. I was still kneeling over him, using my hands to
press against the bleeding lacerations when the medic removed his shirt and cleaned the blood from his chest and
stomach. He had been stabbed seven times with a small
blade. Some of the wounds were deep, others just a
scratch. I was searching for his pulse.
“I can’t find a pulse,” I told the medic.
He looked at me with knowing eyes. “We can’t do anything for him now. He’s gone.”
I never knew his name. He was Army. A young white
man looking to be in his early 20s. I stood and looked
around me. Two military police were talking to someone.
I stood off to the side until one of them motioned for me. I
told them all I knew, saying if they searched the minefield
they would find the weapon. They wanted me to go to
headquarters with them to sign a statement. On the way it
was learned that they had gathered up the unruly ruffians.
We drove to where they were standing, lined up side by
side off to the side of the road, headlights from several
vehicles illuminating them. They all had a disturbed,
frightened, disheveled look about them. I was asked to
examine them closely, but say nothing.
I looked them over one by one, standing briefly before
them, seeing the fear in their eyes and the quiver of their
cheeks, distress that eased into a slight sign of relief when
I moved to the next man. Some were shaking, unable to
control themselves, but one of them, a tall black man with
beads of sweat on his forehead, had quivering lips that he
tried to hide by pressing them tight together. He had a
fearful expression that looked over my shoulder when I
tried to look into his eyes. He was holding his body tense,
his hands trembling and sweaty, his clothing tangled and
rumpled. I probably spent more time with him than I did
with the others, but I wasn’t sure. I continued to watch
him closely as I stepped aside, seeing his mouth take a
slight upward turn at the corners and the tightness of his
jaw relax. He let his shoulders droop and put his hands
behind him.
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They took me to police headquarters and placed me in
vietnam/
front of a desk for more questioning. I could see the black
man at another desk several feet away, catty-cornered
from me, facing me. I was asked to look at him. “Take a
good look,” the officer said. He was looking at me. I could
see he was still nervous, dropping his head momentarily.
We had been placed so we had an unobstructed view of
each other. The officer asked me to go over what I had
seen. He asked me about the man sitting in the chair, telling me to look at him again.
“Look! We have a murder here! Did that man pull a
knife out there? Think hard. Tell me if he looks like the
man that did it.”
I told him I just couldn’t say, “yes he did look like he
might be the one, but I just can’t say for sure, I can’t say
he did it if I’m not sure.”
The officer stared at me. He picked up the papers from
his desk that he was taking notes on and stood up. “Don’t
go anywhere.”
He walked over to the desk where the black man was
sitting and bent over to talk to him. I couldn’t hear anything that was said. A few minutes later he came back to
me. “You can go. He confessed.”
I stood up and started to say something, but before I
could get a word out he turned and walked back to where
the black man was sitting. He had his elbows on the desk,
bent over, his forehead bowed against the tips of the fingers of his hands, his thumbs against his cheeks. It was as
if he needed his hands to keep his head from falling into
his chest. I stood and looked at him for a long time. Presently he moved his hands away. He had a far away look,
mouthing words that were inaudible to me. I turned and
walked slowly out of the room, silently closing the door
behind me. I stepped out into the freshness of the night air.
The sky was black, peppered with bright stars. It was after
10:00 P.M. when I got back to the barracks. It, too, was
dark.
Chapter 8

Vietnam In The Mud
We were still working twelve hours a day, seven days a
week. The daily grind was getting us down and making
some of the guys irritable. Tech Sergeant Birdsong didn’t
want to let any of us have a routine day off because he was
afraid we might have an emergency. The work schedule
was hard. Birdsong’s morning briefing gave us an update
on how well we were achieving our goals to prove the

combat effectiveness of the A-37. It was really surpassing
its goals with one successful mission after another. But we
were weary and strung-out by too little rest. I asked Birdsong to consider giving everyone at least one day of rest
out of the week, but he didn’t want to take a chance of
disrupting the evaluation of the aircraft. “We can’t risk
being short handed,” he told me. “Maybe when the evaluation is over, but not now.”
Everything hinged on what we were doing; we knew
that. The load jammers worked hard under the hot sun to
get the right ordnance on
the wings. The pilots
were appreciative, but
they too had a fatigue
look about them. I could
see the stress in their eyes
when I was called out to
inspect a load, to insure
that the MA-4A rack had a good grip on the bomb. We
never, to my knowledge, lost a bomb or any ordnance on
takeoff. But it did happen on other aircraft, on other
flights, proving how conscientious we were to do it right.
I was getting a letter every day from Mother. She was
also sending me the Hinton newspaper, which helped me
keep abreast of the latest hometown news, along with national current events. I was expected to send her a letter
every day, and every now and then she would get on me
for not writing. It was hard to write a daily letter with the
long workday that would at times extend beyond the
twelve-hour shift. The days were going fast for me, and
slow for her. On September 6, my parents made an emergency call to the Red Cross to find out what had happened
to me. They hadn’t received a letter from me for ten days
and were worried. I was out on the flight line when Birdsong tracked me down, saying the Red Cross wanted to
talk to me. I thought something had happened at home, an
accident maybe. I was scared nearly to death, rushing to
take the call, afraid of what I might be told. I took the call
and all my parents wanted to know is why I hadn’t written
for over a week. To put it mildly, I was traumatized. I had
trouble talking, asking them to tell my parents I was all
right, that I was fine, that I hadn’t forgotten them, that the
work schedule was demanding. I was sorry I hadn’t written, but my gosh! What a way to get my attention!
(Continued in January 2017 newsletter)

See p. 1 for ordering information.
….. a good way to get a freebie drink from your A-37 buddy who doesn’t have one with him
….. a memento you can carry with you at all times
….. uniquely designed for dedication of the A-37 plaque at the USAF Academy this past June
The A-37 commemorative (challenge) coin
A-37 Association, Inc.
142 Arrowhead Drive
Montgomery, AL 36117
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